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Netflix India unveils
‘Take Ten’

Chennai, Jan 24:
Netflix
India
on
Monday announced the
launch of ‘Take Ten’, a
short film workshop and
competition, that aims
to discover and support
emerging
filmmakers
from diverse backgrounds
in India.
As a part of this, 10
filmmakers will be given
an exciting opportunity
to attend workshops by
the best in the creative
industry and then to
make
a
fully-funded
short film with a USD
10,000 grant, a statement
said.
The films will be
showcased on Netflix’s
India YouTube channel.
Take Ten is sponsored
by the Netflix Fund for
Creative Equity, which
has dedicated USD 100
million a year over five
years to support the next
generation of storytellers
from
underrepresented

communities.
“We’re excited to
launch ‘Take Ten’ in India
- a short film workshop
and competition that will
open up the chance for
aspiring filmmakers from
anywhere in India to tell
their stories.
For applying to Take
Ten, applicants must be
a citizen or resident of

India and over the age
of 18 years. Registrations
will open on February 7,
2022.
To enter, applicants
will have to submit
a film of up to two
minutes based on the
topic -- My India, which
should be shot with their
phone and represent who
they are as a filmmaker.

The
shortlisted
participants will get a
chance to learn about
writing,
direction,
production and more
from
award-winning
talent, including Abhishek
Chaubey, Hansal Mehta,
Juhi Chaturvedi, Neeraj
Ghaywan and Guneet
Monga, the statement
said.

heroines.
Filmmaker
CS
Amudhan created a new
trend in the South Indian
industry with his ‘Tamizh
Padam’ franchise. He is
now stepping into a new

domain with Ratham,
which is an out-and-out
political thriller. Stand-up
comedian Jagan Krishna
is playing an important
role in this film. The film
has cinematography by
Gopi Amarnath, musical
score by Kannan, editing
by Suresh, and stunts
choreographed by Dhilip
Subbarayan.
Kamal Bohra, Lalitha
Dhananjayan, B. Pradeep,
Pankaj Bohra & S. Vikram
Kumar of Infiniti Film
Ventures are producing
this film. It is noteworthy
that Vijay Anthony has
teamed up with the same
production house for
another couple of projects
titled ‘Kolai’ and ‘Mazhai
Pidikatha Manithan’.
‘Ratham’ completed
40% of shoot already.
Balance shoot is scheduled
in February. The film
will be a Summer 2022
Release.

Vijay Antony starrer ‘Ratham’
to have three heroines
Chennai, Jan 24:
V i j a y A n t o n y, t h e
multi-faceted icon of the
Tamil movie industry has
been highly extolled for
his stellar performances,
choice of good scripts,
which won the hearts of
audiences, and spins profits
for the trade. Following
the grand success of
‘Kodiyil Oruvan’, the
actor’s career graph has
escalated to the next level,
and the business factors
have been expanding as
well. While his line-ups
look more promising,
the actor’s collaboration
with filmmaker CS
Amudhan (Tamil Padam
franchise fame) for the
film titled ‘Ratham’ has
created a huge sensation.
Besides, the inclusion of
powerhouse talents into
the star-cast and technical
crew has been adding
more emblazonments to

this project. Significantly,
the film has now got
the arrival of promising
actresses Mahima
Nambiar, Nandita Swetha
& Remya Nambesan, who
will be playing the lead

Guru Somasundaram’s next is ‘Bell’

Chennai, Jan 24:
A c t o r
G u r u
Somasundaram, the
most talented actor and
master of expressions,
won huge praises for his
prodigious performance in
the recent sensational film
‘Minnal Murali’ as Sibu.
He is all set to amuse
the audiences with his
outstanding performance
as an antagonist named
Brahma in his upcoming
movie ‘Bell’.

A secret remains
guarded by a lineage
across generations. The
visually impaired Graham
Bell, the last member of
a dynasty, has kept it
veiled for a long time. The
screenplay is about how
Bell perceives everyone
he comes across in his
life. The movie is shot
extensively across Yercaud
and hill regions in 60 David Nalachakravarthy
days.
of Brogan Movies are
Peter Chakravarthy and producing this film that
features Nithish Veera and
Kalaimamani Sreedhar
playing the contentdriven heroes. Robert
is composing music
that has lyrics by Peter
Chakravarthy. Bharani
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Kannan is handling
cinematography. The story
and dialogues are written
by Veyilon. R. Vengat
Bhuvan has written the
screenplay and directed
this film. Bell is all set
for a worldwide theatrical
release shortly.

TN lockdown hits flow of
weekend tourists to Puducherry
Puducherry, Jan 24:
The weekly lockdown clamped
by the Tamil Nadu government
on Sundays has hit the flow of
tourists coming into Puducherry.
Several tourist centres in
the Union Territory that would
normally be buzzing with activities
on
Saturdays
and
Sundays
presented a forlorn look.
The municipal bus terminal
here also presented a deserted
look as the arrival of buses from
districts in the neighbouring state
was totally absent.
Normally, private vehicles
from states like Tamil Nadu and

Karnataka would be zooming
around in the former French
colony on the weekends.
An auto-rickshaw driver said
the flow of tourists to Puducherry
was absent Saturday and Sunday
which has led to almost zero
demand for rickshaw services.
Tourist centres, including
establishments
run
by
the
Puducherry government, had very
less inflow of people.
Puducherry has not adopted
total lockdowns but has put
in stringent curbs. Lieutenant
Governor Tamilisai Soundararajan
had told newspersons earlier in

the day that if a lockdown was
announced in Puducherry on the
lines of several states then the
livelihood sources of many people
would suffer a setback.
She said the territorial
government
was
adopting
measures with several ‘reasonable
relaxations.’ Congress leader and
former Puducherry chief minister
V Narayanasamy had said on
Saturday that the UT government
was being ‘unbearably lax in
implementing curbs’ and has
been ‘contributing to the rise in
the number of fresh cases of
COVID-19’.

Colourful Shikara rally
held at Dal Lake

Srinagar, Jan 24:
The Tourism
Department on Sunday
held a colourful Shikara
rally at the famous
Dal Lake here to woo
tourists to the Kashmir
valley, an official
spokesperson said.
The rally was
part of a series of
events organised by
the department to
celebrate the 75th year
of Independence under
the ‘Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav’.
Tourism Director
G N Itoo flagged off
the rally from Nehru
Park and a restricted
under of shikarawallas
participated in it due to
the COVID-19 situation,
he said.
The spokesperson
said the shikarawallas
rowed from Nehru Park
to SKICC and back to
the park to complete
the round.
Speaking on the
occasion, the director
tourism emphasised on
observing COVID-19
guidelines strictly amid
the ongoing third wave
of the pandemic to save
the stakeholders from
falling to the disease.
He said that
shikarawallas, houseboat
owners and tourists
should wear masks

and maintain physical
distance so tourism is
not affected.
The aim of

organising such events
is to highlight the
tourism potential of
the valley, besides

acquainting general
public with the values
of independent India,
the spokesperson said.

